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Human population dynamics are usually conceptualized as either boundless growth
or growth to an equilibrium. The implicit assumption underlying these paradigms is
that any feedback processes regulating population density, if they exist, operate on
a fast-time-scale, and therefore we do not expect to observe population oscillations in
human population numbers. This review asks, are population processes in historical and
prehistorical human populations characterized by second-order feedback loops, that is,
regulation involving lags? If yes, then the implications for forecasting future population
change are obvious—what may appear as inexplicable, exogenously driven reverses
in population trends may actually be a result of feedbacks operating with substantial
time lags. This survey of a variety of historical and archeological data indicates that
slow oscillations in population numbers, with periods of roughly two to three centuries,
are observed in a number of world regions and historical periods. Next, a potential
explanation for this pattern, the demographic-structural theory, is discussed. Finally,
the implications of these results for global population forecasts is discussed.
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Introduction

Long-term human population dynamics are
often portrayed as an almost inexorable expo-
nential growth. During the 1960s, it even ap-
peared that global population was growing at
a faster-than-exponential rate, leading to pre-
dictions of “Doomsday” that was to occur on
Friday, November 13, 2026 (Von Foerster et al.

1960, Berryman and Valenti 1994). During the
1990s, when a noticeable decline in global pop-
ulation growth rate took place (due largely to
precipitous drops in birth rates of populous
developing countries, primarily China and In-
dia), it became clear that erstwhile predictions
of doom (Ehrlich 1968) were unsustainable.
In fact, with most European countries experi-
encing population declines (which is especially
noticeable in Eastern European countries, but
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would be as pronounced in Western Europe,
except for a masking effect of immigration), the
discussion in the popular press shifted to the op-
posite tack. Now predictions are equally dire,
but instead of fearing population explosion, we
are supposed to worry about how to support
increasing numbers of retirees on a shrinking
base of the working population. Some of the
current numerical predictions are as extreme
as previous doomsday warnings. For example,
the popular press in Russia routinely publishes
predictions that the population of that country
will be halved by 2050.

Although many media reports have a sensa-
tionalist, and even hysterical quality, the main
question as to what will happen to popula-
tions of different countries, as well as the to-
tal population of the Earth, is very impor-
tant. The numbers and structure of human
populations have an enormous impact on the
well-being of individuals, societies, and the
biosphere. Yet, I would argue, the majority
of forecasts are based on models of human
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population dynamics that are fundamentally
flawed. The simplest forecasting devices are
deterministic extrapolations of current trends.
These approaches may employ the exponential
model, or even faster-than-exponential growth,
as in the Doomsday model. A somewhat more
sophisticated approach is to allow for change
in demographic rates (birth, death, migration),
but still to assume that these processes are
driven by exogenous influences (which can be
modeled either stochastically, or by assuming
a deterministic trend). Note that these stan-
dard approaches to forecasting human popula-
tion are essentially zero-order models, because
they do not take into account potential feed-
backs from population density to demographic
rates. Zero-order dynamics are nonequilibrial;
depending on parameters, the population num-
bers either increase to infinity or decline to
zero (Turchin 2003a, p. 37). Including den-
sity dependence in population-growth models
(the canonical model in population ecology is
the logistic) leads to first-order dynamical pro-
cesses, characterized by a convergence to an
equilibrium (often called the carrying capacity).
Demographers of the human population be-
gan seriously entertaining density-dependent
models much later than population ecolo-
gists working with nonhuman animals (Lee
1987).

First-order feedbacks act on a fast-time-scale.
For example, in a territorial mammal, as soon
as population has increased to the point where
all available territories are occupied, any sur-
plus animals become nonterritorial “floaters”
with poor survival rates and zero reproductive
prospects. Thus, as soon as population num-
bers reach the carrying capacity determined
by the total number of territories, population
growth rate is reduced to zero without any
time lag. Some regulatory processes, however,
act on a slow-time-scale (these are second-
order feedbacks). The paradigmatic example
of a second-order dynamical process in animal
ecology is the interaction between predators
and prey. When a population of prey reaches a
high enough density for a predator population

to begin increasing, there is no immediate ef-
fect on the prey’s population growth rate. This
happens because it takes time for the predator
numbers to increase to the level where they be-
gin affecting prey numbers. Furthermore, once
there are many predators, and the prey popu-
lation has started collapsing, the predators con-
tinue to drive prey numbers down. Even though
there are few prey, and most predators are
starving, it takes time for predators to die out.
As a result, second-order population feedbacks
act with a substantial lag and tend to induce
oscillations.

As I have argued in Complex Population Dy-

namics (Turchin 2003a), such second-order pro-
cesses as interactions between predators and
prey, hosts and parasitoids or parasites, and
plants and herbivores (generally known as
trophic interactions) are very important drivers
of population fluctuations. The great majority
of population cycles in nature are driven by
trophic mechanisms (Turchin 2003a, p. 384).
In contrast, human demographers, as far as I
know, do not consider second-order processes
when modeling and forecasting human popula-
tion dynamics. There has been some discussion
of demographic cycles, for example, oscillations
in the population age structure with the period
roughly equal to one human generation (ca.
25 years). Another kind of cycle is character-
ized by an alternation of high fecundity–low
fecundity generations, with an overall period of
roughly 50 years (Easterlin 1980; Wachter and
Lee 1989). In population ecology, such oscil-
lations are often called generation cycles and
first-order cycles, respectively (Turchin 2003a,
25). As we shall see in the following sections,
second-order cycles should be characterized by
much longer periods.

This review asks, are population processes in
historical and prehistorical human populations
characterized by second-order feedback loops?
If yes, then the implications for forecasting
future population change are obvious—what
may appear as inexplicable, exogenously driven
reverses in population trends may actually be
a result of feedbacks operating with substantial
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Figure 1. Global population numbers over the
last four millennia (McEvedy and Jones 1978).

time lags. Furthermore, once we have under-
stood the specific mechanisms driving second-
order dynamics, we may learn to anticipate
such changes in demographic regimes.

A Survey of Population Trajectories
in Historical Agrarian Societies

Even a casual look at population history of
humans over the last several millenia suggests
that global population growth was not quite as
inexorably exponential as it is usually portrayed
(Fig. 1). Apparently, there were several peri-
ods of rapid growth, interspersed with intervals
of slower growth. Furthermore, Figure 1 gives
too global a view of human population dynam-
ics. Because population change may be asyn-
chronous in different regions, we need to focus
on smaller parts of the human species. For ex-
ample, we could delineate human populations
by using country- or province-sized areas.

In addition to selecting the appropriate spa-
tial scale, we also need to decide on the tempo-
ral scale at which we should study human pop-
ulation dynamics. The fundamental timescale
in population dynamics is the generation time.
The reproductive age for human females ex-
tends from 15 to 45 years of age (Wood 1990).
However, the curve of fecundability as a func-
tion of age is skewed, so that its mode (max-
imum fertility rate) is at roughly 20, while

its mean (average age of female at birth) is
around 25–30 years (Wrigley et al. 1997). There
is a large amount of variation in these mea-
sures of generation length for humans, depend-
ing on biological (nutrition, mortality sched-
ules) and social (marriage age) characteristics
of the population. It is clear, though, that for
most historical human populations, generation
time should lie in the interval between 20 and
30 years. This is, therefore, the time step at
which, ideally, population trajectories should be
measured.

Another, and longer, timescale is the ex-
pected period of second-order cycles, if such
exist. Population theory based on discrete mod-
els suggests that second-order cycles are char-
acterized by periods ranging from 6 to 12–15
generations (there is, actually, no upper limit
on the period, but longer periods become pro-
gressively rarer in the parameter space). Us-
ing the extreme values of 20 and 30 years for
human generation time suggests that second-
order cycles in humans should have periods
ranging from 120 to 450 years, with the most
likely region being 200–300 years. Another way
to evaluate the magnitude of period for pos-
sible second-order cycles, this time using the
continuous framework, is to employ the for-
mula suggested by the Lotka–Volterra preda-
tion model. The period of cycles in the Lotka–
Volterra model near the neutrally stable point
is T = 2π/

√
(rd ), where r is the intrinsic rate of

population increase of prey, and d is the rate of
decline of predator population in the absence
of prey. Assuming that these two dynamical
processes operate on the same temporal scale,
r ≈ d, we have T ≈ 2π/r. In human popu-
lations r should be around 0.02–0.03 y−1 (al-
though in modern times some populations have
been known to grow at 4% annual rate, and
even higher, this is clearly an overestimate for
preindustrial times, when infant mortality was
much more severe). Thus, the estimate of cycle
period is again 200—300 years. This is a very
crude estimate, and by using the Lotka-Volterra
model I do not mean to imply that population
cycles in humans are driven by some mythical
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predators. Rather, I am using Lotka–Volterra
equations as a generic model of second-order
oscillations (it is the simplest possible system of
ordinary differential equations that generates
cycles). To sum, we expect that second-order cy-
cles in human populations, if they exist, should
be characterized by periods of two to three cen-
turies. Thus, in order to detect such cycles we
need multicentury time series. I now turn to
data.

Western Europe

The first place to look for data is the popu-
lation atlas of McEvedy and Jones (1978). The
temporal resolution used in the atlas (a time
step of 100 years after 1000 CE and 50 years
after 1500 CE) is not sufficiently fine to sta-
tistically analyze the data, but for some areas
where long-term population history is reason-
ably well known, like Western Europe, the over-
all pattern is quite striking (Fig. 2). The figure
plots population trajections in just two coun-
tries, but others exhibit a qualitatively similar
pattern. First, there is an overall increase in av-
erage population density. Second, around this
millennial trend there are two secular cycles,
with peaks ca. 1300 and 1600.

The millennial trend reflects the gradual so-
cial evolution (which greatly accelerates after
the end of the agrarian period, but in this re-
view I focus on preindustrial societies). Else-
where (see Figure 3.10 in Turchin and Nefedov
2008) I made some quantitative estimates of this
accumulation of knowledge and technology in
the context of one case study: England between
1150 and 1800. The secular oscillations appear
to have the right period for second-order cycles,
but we need more information before drawing
any definitive conclusions.

China

Is this pattern of secular oscillations around
a milennial trend specific to Europe, or does it
hold more generally for agrarian societies? To
answer this question, we travel to the opposite

Figure 2. Population dynamics in Czechoslo-
vakia and Spain, 1100–1800 (McEvedy and Jones
1978).

end of Eurasia. Ever since the first imperial
unification by the Qin dynasty in 221 BCE, the
central authorities conducted detailed censuses
for tax purposes. As a result, we have a record
of Chinese population dynamics extending over
two thousand years, although it has significant
gaps during the periods of internal disunity and
civil war.

Interpretation of the transmitted numbers is
plagued by several difficulties. During the later
stages of dynastic cycles, corrupt or lazy officials
often falsified or even fabricated outright popu-
lation data (Ho 1959). Conversion coefficients
between the number of taxable households and
the actual population are often unknown, and it
is possible that these coefficients changed from
dynasty to dynasty. The area controlled by the
state also continually changed. Finally, it is of-
ten difficult to determine whether the number
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of taxable households declined during the times
of trouble as a result of demographic change
(death, emigration), or as a result of the state’s
failure to control and enumerate the subject
population. Thus, there is a certain degree of
controversy among the experts as to precisely
what the numbers mean (Ho 1959; Durand
1960; Song et al. 1985). The disagreements,
however, primarily concern absolute popula-
tion levels, while there is a substantial degree
of agreement on the relative changes in popu-
lation density (which are, of course, of primary
interests to our purposes). Chinese population,
essentially, expanded during periods of political
stability and declined (sometimes precipitously)
during periods of unrest. As a result, population
movements closely mirror the “dynastic cycle”
in China (Ho 1959; Reinhard et al. 1968; Chu
and Lee 1994).

The most detailed history of Chinese popula-
tion, known to me, was published by Zhao and
Xie (1988). When looked at over the whole two-
thousand year period, the population trajec-
tory is clearly nonstationary. In particular, there
were two abrupt changes in population regime
(Turchin 2003c, 159). Before the eleventh cen-
tury, population peaks were in the vicinity of
50–60 million (Fig. 3A). In the twelfth century,
however, population peaks double to around
100–120 million (Turchin 2003c, Fig. 8.3). The
mechanism underlying this regime change is
known. Prior to the eleventh century, the cen-
ter of gravity of the Chinese population was
situated in the north, with the south lightly
settled. Under the Sung dynasty the south
matched, and then overtook the north (Rein-
hard et al. 1968, Figs. 14 and 115). Addition-
ally, new, high-yielding varieties of rice were
developed during the Sung dynasty. The sec-
ond regime change occurred in the eighteenth
century, when population started growing at a
very rapid pace, reaching 400 million during
the nineteenth, and more than 1 billion during
the twentieth century. In order not to deal with
these regime changes, here I focus on the quasi-
stationary period from the start of the Western
Han dynasty until the end of the Tang, 201

Figure 3. (A) Population history of China be-
tween 201 BCE and 960 CE (Zhao and Xie 1988).
The dynastic cycles are indicated above each popu-
lation peak. The dotted line indicates the estimated
numbers during the period of disunity between the
collapse of the Eastern Han and the Sui unification,
when population reconstruction is very uncertain. (B)
Instability index of China between 200 BCE and
1000 CE (Lee 1931).

BCE–960 CE (for the following centuries, see
Turchin 2003c, sec. 8.3.1).

During these twelve centuries the Chinese
population reached at least four peaks, each in
the region of 50–60 million people (Fig. 3A).
Each population peak was achieved during
the later phases of the great unifying dynas-
ties, the Western and Eastern Han, the Sui,
and the Tang. Between the peaks the popula-
tion of China collapsed to less than 20 mil-
lion (although some scholars dispute these
trough estimates, for reasons given earlier).
While the quantitative details of the Zhao and
Xie reconstruction are disputed, the qualitative
pattern—long-term population oscillations as-
sociated with the dynastic cycle, involving dras-
tic changes in population numbers—is not in
doubt.

Northern Vietnam

We have seen, thus, that secular cycles in
population numbers show up at both ends
of the great Eurasian land mass. Another
example of the same pattern was noted by
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Figure 4. Population dynamics in northern Viet-
nam, 1100–1850 (Lieberman 2003).

Victor Lieberman in his book, suggestively ti-
tled Strange Parallels: Southeast Asia in Global Con-

text, c.800–1830 (Lieberman 2003). The pat-
tern of population oscillations in Northern
Vietnam (Fig. 4) is in many ways reminiscent
of that observed in Western Europe (Fig. 2):
there is an ascending millennial trend and
secular oscillations around it. However, un-
like the two oscillations that were observed in
Western Europe, there were three in Vietnam
(Fig. 4).

Proxy Data on Population
Dynamics from Archaeology

Population reconstructions, such as those
shown in Figures 1–4, have one significant dis-
advantage: they are plagued by a variety of
subjective biases. To make such reconstruc-
tions, the authorities typically have to integrate
a great variety of very heterogenous sources of
information, some quantitative and some qual-
itative. The basis for giving different weights
to different kinds of data is not always made
explicit. As a result, we often have quite differ-
ent trajectories proposed by different authori-
ties. This does not mean that we should dismiss
informed judgments of highly knowledgeable
experts out of hand. In fact, the population dy-
namics of England during the early modern
period (sixteenth–eighteenth centuries) recon-
structed informally by experts turned out to

be very close to the trajectory later estimated
by the formal methods of family reconstruction
(Wrigley et al. 1997). Nevertheless, it would be
useful to have some other, more objective ways
to track population dynamics of historic (and
prehistoric) human societies.

Archeological data offer the basis for such
alternative methods. People leave a variety of
traces that can be measured. Thus, the basic
idea of the approach is to focus on proxy data,
variables that may be directly correlated with
past population numbers. Typically such ap-
proaches yield relative estimates of population
dynamics—by what percentage the population
changed from one period to another—rather
than absolute estimates of people per squared
kilometer. This is quite sufficient for the pur-
poses of my review, since I am interested pre-
cisely in relative fluctuations of numbers. In
some cases, furthermore, it is possible to es-
timate the coefficients of proportionality and
obtain absolute estimates.

Site Occupation Dynamics in the
Western Roman Empire

One serious problem that often makes arche-
ological data less useful is the coarse tem-
poral resolution. For example, a reconstruc-
tion of population history of the Deh Luran
Plain in western Iran (Dewar 1991) suggests
at least three huge oscillations in density (10-
fold peak/trough ratios). However, the sam-
pling interval is around 200–300 years, much
too coarse for our purposes.

Fortunately there are archaeological case
studies in which the sampling rate is much finer
(and it is to be hoped that with time there will
be more such examples). The first case study
relates to the question of population history of
the Roman Empire, the subject of an intense
scholarly debate (Scheidel 2001). Tamara Le-
wit surveyed both published and “gray liter-
ature” reports of archeological excavations of
settlements within the western part of the Ro-
man Empire, and calculated what proportion
of these settlements was actually occupied for
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Figure 5. (A) Dynamics of the occupation index
in Western Roman Empire (Lewit 1991). Occupation
index is defined as the proportion of the total number
of excavated settlements that were occupied during
each period from the first century BCE to the fifth
century CE. (B) Importation of African Red Slip Ware
into the Albegna Valley (Etruria) (Bintliff and Sbonias
1999).

each time period (first century BCE, first cen-
tury CE, and then for 50-year periods until the
fifth century). It turns out that the occupation
index went through two grand oscillations dur-
ing these five centuries (Fig. 5A).

Lewit (1991) also presented the data bro-
ken down by region within the western Roman
Empire (Britain, Belgica, Northern and South-
ern Gaul, Italy, and Northern and Southern
Spain). The qualitative dynamics were simi-
lar (two secular cycles), but quantitatively the
peak and trough levels varied by region. Sig-
nificantly, much of this variation closely cor-
responded with what we know of the his-
tory of these regions. For example, the degree
of the third-century decline correlated with

how much the region was affected by barbar-
ian invasions as documented in the historical
chronicles.

In summary, Lewit’s compilation suggests
that the population of the Roman Empire (at
the very least, its western half) went through
two secular cycles between the first century
BCE and fifth century CE. However, the oc-
cupation index is not a very good proxy for
population numbers, because the relationship
between these two variables may be nonlinear
(for example, it is possible that during the popu-
lation trough, it was the smaller settlements that
were more likely to be abandoned; in such a
case, the occupation index would overestimate
the degree of change from peak to trough). Ad-
ditionally, the time resoultion, one century to
half-century, is still rather coarse.

As archeological methods get better, time
resolution of data improves. For example, the
fluctuations in the rate of importation into the
Albegna Valley (in modern Tuscany) of a kind
of pottery, called African Red Slip Ware, has
been resolved down to the decadal time step
(Fig. 5B). The pottery importation trajectory
shows a similar pattern to the occupation in-
dex, with the peaks in the late second and late
fourth century. Unfortunately, trade is not a
good proxy for population numbers, because
maritime traffic between North Africa (where
the pottery was produced) and Italy (where it
was imported to) could have been disrupted by
the political crises of the third century.

Novgorod the Great

An example of archeological data that is both
well resolved and appears to be a good proxy
for population numbers comes from the me-
dieval city of Novgorod the Great in north-
western Russia (Yanin 1990). Novgorod is lo-
cated in a very wet and cool environment. In
the middle of the tenth century the Novgorodi-
ans became tired of constantly wading through
the mud and paved the streets of their city
with huge wooden planks. This worked for a
while, but the soil level slowly rose because of
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accumulating anthropogenic rubbish, and
some 20 years later the streets again became
muddy. The Novgorodians then put another
layer of street paving on top of the old one, and
continued doing so at intervals of 20–30 years
throughout the next 6 centuries. Because of
the cool and humid environment all layers of
wooden pavements were perfectly preserved.
Twentieth century’s archeologists dated each
layer using dendrochronological methods. As
a result, we have an unusually well resolved
stratigraphy for Novgorod with the time step of
roughly one human generation.

If we look at the rates with which various
kinds of “stuff” accumulated in Novgorod’s soil,
we observe two clear peaks, one during the
twelfth century and the second around 1400.
The decline during the fifteenth century is real,
but after 1500 is an artefact. Unfortunately for
archaeologists, a drainage system was installed
in Novgorod in the early modern period, as
a result of which the post-1500 cultural layers
became aerated and all organic matter in them
decomposed.

It is reasonable to suggest that the greater the
population density in the city, the more rubbish
they would generate. If people wear out shoes
at an approximately constant rate, the more
people there were during a certain period of
time, the more discarded shoes archaeologists
should find later in the corresponding cultural
layer. The general (although not perfect) agree-
ment between the trajectories of the four kinds
of stuff shown in Figure 6 suggests that there is a
real signal indicating population changes. Fur-
thermore, there is a variety of other qualitative
and some quantitative data that support the
interpreation that Novgorod population went
through two secular cycles between 950 and
1500 (Nefedov 2002).

Theoretical Explanations
of Secular Cycles

The general conclusion from the survey of
historical and archeological data is that secu-

Figure 6. The rate of deposition of various kinds
of anthropogenic rubbish in Novgorod: leather shoe
remnants, broken locks, discarded pieces of cloth,
and lost amber ornaments (mainly beads). Each data
series was normalized by scaling to mean = 1 in or-
der to fit on the same graph. (Data sources: Izyumova
1959 and Rybina 1978).

lar cycles in population numbers are observed
in a wide variety of world regions and histor-
ical periods. It appears that we have discov-
ered a macrohistorical regularity, which raises
the question, can we propose a mechanis-
tic theory explaining this recurrent dynamical
pattern?

The Malthusian Theory

The obvious place to start is with the ideas
of Thomas Robert Malthus (1798). The basic
argument goes like this. Population growth be-
yond the means of subsistence results in increas-
ing food prices and the decline of real wages
(i.e., wages expressed in terms of real com-
modities, such as kilograms of grain), so that
per capita consumption decreases, especially
among the poorer strata. Economic distress, of-
ten accompanied by famine, plague, and war,
leads to lower reproduction and higher mortal-
ity rates, resulting in a slower population growth
(or even a decline) that, in turn, allows the sub-
sistence means to “catch up.” The restraints
on reproduction are loosened and population
growth resumes, leading eventually to another
subsistence crisis. Thus, the conflict between
the population’s natural tendency to increase
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and the limitations imposed by the availabil-
ity of food result in the tendency of popu-
lation numbers to oscillate. Malthus’s theory
was extended and further developed by David
Ricardo in his theories of diminishing returns
and rent (Ricardo 1817). In the twentieth cen-
tury the argument was taken up by such neo-
Malthusians as Wilhelm Abel, Michael Postan,
and Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie (Postan 1966;
Le Roy Ladurie 1974; Abel 1980).

There are problems with this argument,
some empirical (which will be dealt with in a
later section) and some theoretical. The the-
oretical problem becomes apparent when we
rephrase the Malthusian argument using the
terms of modern population dynamics. Let us
assume that the rate of technological progress
occurs on a slower timescale compared to the
scale of secular cycles (this appears to be a
reasonable assumption for preindustrial soci-
eties). Thus, the carrying capacity K will be
set by the amount of land available for agricul-
ture and the current agrarian technology (yields
per unit of area). As population approaches
the carrying capacity, all available land will
be cultivated. Further increase of population
numbers immediately (without a time lag) re-
sults in lower average consumption rates. Since
there is no time lag, there should be no over-
shoot of the carrying capacity, and the pop-
ulation numbers should equilibrate at K . In
other words, we are dealing here with a first-
order dynamical process, the simplest model
for which would be the logistic equation, and
the end result of our assumptions is not cy-
cles, but a stable equilibrium. A discrete first-
order process can generate cycles of alternating
high-density/low-density generations, but such
a model is inappropriate for human population
with overlapping generations. Furthermore, as
we have seen in the data survey, secular cycles
are characterized by ascending and descend-
ing phases several generations long. These are
clearly second-order processes, and thus the ex-
planatory model should be a system of equa-
tions with population numbers N interacting
with some other dynamical factor X (or X ,

Y , . . . if there are more than one). The Malthu-
sian theory does not provide a clear answer just
what this factor X might be.

The Demographic–Structural Theory

Although Malthus mentioned war as one of
the consequences of population growth, he did
not develop this line of reasoning in any detail.
The neo-Malthusian theory of the twentieth
century was concerned almost exclusively with
the demographic and economic variables. A
significant extension of the Malthusian model
was achieved by the historical sociologist Jack
Goldstone (1991), who focused on indirect ef-
fects of population growth on society’s struc-
tures. More specifically, Goldstone argued that
excessive population growth has several effects
on social institutions. First, it leads to persistent
price inflation, falling real wages, rural misery,
urban migration, and increased frequency of
food riots and wage protests (this is essentially
the Malthusian component). Second, and even
more important, rapid expansion of popula-
tion results in an increased number of aspirants
for elite positions. Increased intraelite compe-
tition leads to the formation of rival patronage
networks vying for state rewards. As a result,
elites become riven by increasing rivalry and
factionalism. Third, population growth leads
to expansion of the army and the bureaucracy
and rising real costs. States have no choice but
to seek to expand taxation, despite resistance
from the elites and the general populace. Yet
attempts to increase revenues cannot offset the
spiraling state expenses. Thus, even if the state
succeeds in raising taxes, it is still headed for
fiscal crisis. As all these trends intensify, the end
result is state bankruptcy and consequent loss
of the military control; elite movements of re-
gional and national rebellion; and a combina-
tion of elite-mobilized and popular uprisings
that follow the breakdown of central authority
(Goldstone 1991).

Goldstone’s focus was on the effects of
population growth on sociopolitical instabil-
ity. But it stands to reason that there is also a
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feedback effect of instability on population dy-
namics (Turchin 2003c). Most obviously, when
the state is weak or absent, the population
will suffer from elevated mortality due to in-
creased crime, banditry, and internal and ex-
ternal warfare. Additionally, the times of trou-
bles cause increased migration rate, as refugees
flee war-affected areas. Migration may lead
to emigration (and we can simply add that
to mortality) and to spread of epidemics. In-
creased vagrancy spreads the disease by con-
necting areas that would stay isolated during
better times. As vagabonds and beggars ag-
gregate in towns and cities, they may tip the
population density over the epidemiological
threshold (a critical density above which a dis-
ease spreads). Finally, political instability causes
lower reproduction rates, because during un-
certain times people choose to marry later and
to have fewer children. People’s choices about
their family sizes may be reflected not only
in birth rates, but also in increased rates of
infanticide.

Instability can also affect the productive ca-
pacity of the society. First, the state offers pro-
tection. In a stateless society people can live
only in natural strongholds, or places that can
be made defensible. Examples include the hill-
fort chiefdoms in Peru before Inca conquest
(Earle 1991), and the movement of settlements
to hilltops in Italy after the collapse of the Ro-
man Empire (Wickham 1981). Fearful of at-
tack, peasants can cultivate only a small pro-
portion of productive area that is near fortified
settlements. The strong state protects the pro-
ductive population from external and internal
(banditry, civil war) threats, and thus allows the
whole cultivable area to be put into produc-
tion. Second, states often invest in increasing
the agricultural productivity by constructing ir-
rigation canals, roads, and flood-control struc-
tures. A protracted period of civil war results in
a deterioration and outright destruction of this
productivity-enhancing infrastructure (Turchin
2003c).

In summary, the demographic–structural
theory (so called because it asserts that the effect

of population growth is filtered through social
structures) models the society as a system of
interacting parts that include general popula-
tion, the elites, and the state (Goldstone 1991;
Nefedov 1999; Turchin 2003c). What are the
implications of these assumptions for the dy-
namical behavior of the system? The only way
to answer questions of this type is by construct-
ing mathematical models. In Chapter 7 of my
book Historical Dynamics (Turchin 2003c), I de-
veloped a suite of dynamical models addressing
various aspects of the demographic–structural
theory. Here I discuss two models that were
developed in a recent paper (Turchin and
Korotayev 2006).

A Model of Population Dynamics and
Internal Warfare in Agrarian Empires

The first model is an extension of the math-
ematical theory of state collapse discussed in
Turchin (2003c, chap. 7). There are three
structural variables: population numbers, state
strength (measured by the amount of resources
taxed by the state), and the intensity of inter-
nal warfare (that is, such kinds of sociopolitical
instability as major outbreaks of brigandage,
peasant uprising, regional rebellions, and civil
war).

Let N (t) be the number of inhabitants at time
t, S(t) be the accumulated state resources (which
we can measure in some real terms, e.g., tons of
grain), and W (t) the intensity of internal war-
fare (measured, for example, by extra mortality
resulting from this type of conflict). To start
deriving the equations we assume that the per
capita rate of surplus production, ρ, is a de-
clining function of N (this is Ricardo’s law of
diminishing returns) (Ricardo 1817). Assuming,
for simplicity, a linear relationship, we have

ρ(N ) = c 1(1 − N /K )

Here c1 is some proportionality constant, and
K is the population size at which surplus equals
zero. Thus, for N > K , the surplus is nega-
tive (the population produces less food than is
needed to sustain it). To derive the equation for
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N, we start with the exponential form (Turchin
2003a):

d N /d t = r N

and then modify it by assuming that the per
capita rate of population increase is a linear
function of the per capita rate of surplus pro-
duction, r = c2ρ(N ). Putting together these two
assumptions, we arrive at the logistic model of
population growth:

d N /d t = r0N (1 − N /K ) (1)

where r0 = c1c2 is the “intrinsic rate” of popu-
lation growth, and parameter K is now seen to
be the “carrying capacity” (Gotelli 1995).

State resources, S, change as a result of two
opposite processes: revenues and expenditures.
If the state collects a fixed proportion of sur-
plus production as taxes, then revenues equal
c3ρ(N )N , where ρ(N )N is the total surplus pro-
duction (per capita rate multiplied by popula-
tion numbers), and c3 the proportion of sur-
plus collected as taxes. State expenditures are
assumed to be proportional to the population
size. The reason for this assumption is that as
population grows, the state must spend more re-
sources on the army, police, bureaucracy, and
public works. Putting together these processes
we have

d S/d t = ρ0N (1 − N /K ) − βN (2)

where ρ0 = c1c3 is the per capita taxation rate
at low population density and β the per capita
state expenditure rate.

The dynamics of internal warfare intensity,
W , in the absence of state is a balance of conflict
initiation and termination rates. First, we as-
sume that conflict initiation rate is proportional
to the square of population density. This func-
tional form is derived by analogy with chemical
kinetics (and also with the predation term in the
Lotka–Volterra model). The rate at which each
individual “bumps” into others, which may po-
tentially lead to a conflict between them, is pro-
portional to N ; and the total rate of bumping is

proportional to N 2. This is a very crude anal-
ogy, and clearly causes of human conflict are
much more complex than that, but it serves as
a useful starting point for modeling (we also
investigated other functional forms; the quali-
tative results were the same).

Second, we assume that the intensity of
warfare, in the absence of hostility initiation
events, declines gradually at the exponential
rate b. This assumption reflects the “inertial”
nature of warfare: war intensity cannot decline
overnight, even if all objective reasons for it
have ceased to operate.

Third, the presence of the state should have
a restraining effect on the intensity of inter-
nal war. We model this process by assuming
that W declines at the rate proportional to
state resources, S. Putting these three assump-
tions together we have the following equation
for W :

dW

dt
= aN 2 − bW − αS (3)

The final ingredient of the model is the feed-
back loop from W to N . We model the effects of
W on both the demography and on the produc-
tive capacity of the society. The demographic
effect is modeled by assuming an extra mortal-
ity term proportional to W . Additionally, we
assume that K , the carrying capacity, is nega-
tively affected by warfare: K (W ) = kmax – cW .
Putting together all these assumptions, we have
the following equations:

dN

dt
= r0N

(
1 − N

kmax − cW

)
− d NW

dS

dt
= ρ0N

(
1 − N

kmax − cW

)
− bN

dW

dt
= a N 2 − bW − αS

(4)

All variables are constrained to nonnegative
values.

Dynamics of model (4) are illustrated in
Figure 7. At the beginning of a cycle, both
population (N ) and state resources (S) grow.
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Figure 7. Dynamics of model (4). The trajectory
is shown for the period between 500 and 1000 years
to allow for transient dynamics to die out. Parameter
values: ρ0 = 1, β = 0.25, r0 = 0.015, kmax = 3, δ =
0.1, a = 0.01, b = 0.05, and α = 0.1.

Increasing S suppresses internal warfare, with
the result that the carrying capacity K (W ) in-
creases to the upper limit kmax. At the same
time, extra mortality due to warfare declines
to zero. As a result, N increases rapidly. How-
ever, at a certain population size, well before N

approaches kmax, the growth of state resources
ceases (because the state revenues fall behind
its expenditures), and S begins to collapse at an
increasing rate, rapidly reaching 0. State col-
lapse allows internal warfare to grow, and it
rapidly reaches its maximum level. This means
that K (W ) decreases, and mortality increases,
leading to a population-density collapse. Popu-
lation decline eventually allows S to increase
again, S suppresses W, and another cycle
ensues.

Depending on parameter values, model dy-
namics are characterized by either a stable
equilibrium (with oscillatory approach) or sta-
ble limit cycles, such as is shown in Figure 7.
The main parameter affecting the cycle pe-
riod is the intrinsic rate of population in-
crease. For realistic values of r between 1 and
2% per annum we obtain cycles with a pe-
riod of roughly 200 years. In other words, the
model predicts a typical pattern of second-
order oscillations with average period of cy-
cles similar to those observed in historical
data.

A Model of Internal Warfare
in Stateless Societies

The second model investigated the dynamics
of population and internal warfare in stateless
societies. The model has two structural vari-
ables: N , population density, and W , warfare
intensity. To construct the equation for N we
first assume that in the absence of war, popu-
lation will grow logistically. Second, death rate
due to warfare is assumed to be directly pro-
portional to warfare frequency. By appropri-
ately scaling W, we can redefine it as the an-
nual warfare death rate, leading to the following
equation:

dN

dt
= r N

(
1 − N

K

)
− WN (5)

The dynamics of W are modeled as in Equation
(3), except there is no state to put a damper on
warfare:

dW

dt
= a N 2 − bW (6)

Mathematical analysis of the model indicates
that its dynamics are characterized by a single
equilibrium that is stable for all values of pa-
rameters. However, the approach to the equi-
librium is oscillatory. Thus, in the presence of
exogenous variables that stochastically perturb
the trajectory from the stable point, we should
observe noisy-looking cycles in which peaks of
N are followed, with a lag, by peaks in W . In
other words, the model for stateless societies
also exhibits second-order oscillations in popu-
lation numbers and warfare intensity, although
the cyclic pattern is not as pronounced as in the
model for state societies.

Empirical Tests of the Theory

The models discussed in the previous section
(as well as those in chap. 7 of Turchin 2003c)
suggest that demographic–structural mecha-
nisms can generate second-order cycles of the
right period. The models do more: they make
specific quantitative predictions that can be
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TABLE 1. Instability Events per Decade During the Growth and Decline Secular Phases

Growth phase Decline phase

Secular cycle Years Instability Years Instability

Plantagenet 1151–1315 0.78 1316–1485 2.53
Tudor 1486–1640 0.47 1641–1730 2.44
Capetian 1216–1315 0.80 1316–1450 3.26
Valois 1451–1570 0.75 1571–1660 6.67
Republican 350–130 BCE 0.41 130–30 BCE 4.40
Principate 30 BCE–165 0.61 165–285 3.83
Muscovite 1465–1565 0.60 1565–1615 3.80
Average (±SE) 0.6 (±0.06) 3.8 (±0.5)

SOURCE: After Table 10.2 in Turchin and Nefedov, 2008.

tested with historical data. One striking pat-
tern, predicted by theory, is that sociopolitical
instability should oscillate with the same period
as population density, but shifted in phase, so
that the peaks of instability follow population
peaks.

To test these predictions empirically we need
case studies for which both population and in-
stability dynamics are known. However, as was
discussed earlier, population reconstructions for
most historical societies are plagued by vari-
ous problems that make their quantitative de-
tails suspect. Furthermore, the demographic–
structural process is not the only mechanism
that affects the dynamics of historical societies.
As a result, we often observe much more com-
plex patterns than the regular cycles predicted
by the models involving variability in oscilla-
tion periods and phase shifts between the struc-
tural variables. Given the limitations of histor-
ical data and the complexity of the dynamical
pattern, we need to employ an appropriately
coarse-grained procedure for testing theoreti-
cal predictions. One approach works like this.
First, we identify the population growth and
decline phases. Although quantitative details
of population dynamics for historic societies
are rarely known with any precision, there is
usually a concensus among demographic his-
torians about when the qualitative pattern of
growth changed. Second, we count instabil-
ity events (peasant uprisings, separatist rebel-

lions, civil wars, etc.) that occurred during each
phase. The instability data are taken from such
compilations as those of Sorokin (1937), Tilly
(1992), or Stearns (2001). Finally, we compare
the incidence of instability events per decade
between the two phases. The demographic–
structural theory predicts that instability
should be higher during the population-decline
phases.

This procedure was applied to all seven com-
plete cycles examined in Turchin and Nefe-
dov (2008) (see Table 1). The empirical reg-
ularity is very strong: in all cases, instability
is greater during the declining, compared to
growth, phases (t test: P � .001).

Using the same procedure, we can also test
for association between population oscillations
and the dynamics of political instability during
the imperial period of Chinese history (from
the Han to the Qing Dynasties). Population
data are taken from Zhao and Xie (1988), the
instability data from Lee (1931). The test is con-
ducted only for periods when China was unified
under one dynasty (Table 2).

Again, we observe a remarkable match be-
tween the prediction and what is observed: the
level of instability is invariably greater during
the population decline compared to increase
phases.

Note that the secular phases in this empiri-
cal test were defined as periods of growth and
decline, that is, whether the first derivative of
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TABLE 2. Instability Events per Decade During the Growth and Decline Secular Phases

Growth phase Decline phase

Secular cycle Years Instability Years Instability

Western Han 200 BCE–10 1.5 10–40 10.8
Eastern Han 40–180 1.6 180–220 13.4
Sui 550–610 5.1 610–630 10.5
Tang 630–750 1.1 750–770 7.6
Northern Sung 960–1120 3.7 1120–1160 10.6
Yuan 1250–1350 6.7 1350–1410 13.5
Ming 1410–1620 2.8 1620–1650 13.1
Qing 1650–1850 5.0 1850–1880 10.8
Average (±SE) 3.4 11.3

population density is positive or negative. The
response variable in the test is not a derivative
but the level of instability. This means that in-
stability should peak roughly in the middle of
the population-decline phase. In other words,
instability peaks are shifted with respect to pop-
ulation peaks that take place, of course, when
the population-growth phase ends and decline
begins.

The importance of the phase shift is that it
provides clues to the potential mechanisms that
drive oscillations. If two dynamical variables os-
cillate with the same period, and their peaks are
not lagged, that is, happen at roughly the same
time, then such a situation is inconsistent with
the hypothesis that it is the dynamic interac-
tion between the two variables that drive the
observed oscillation (Turchin 2003b). On the
other hand, if the peak of one variable is lagged
with respect to the other, than this is consis-
tent with the hypothesis that the interaction
between these two variables drives the cycle. A
classic example in ecology is the predator–prey
cycles modeled by Lotka–Volterra and similar
models, in which predator peaks follow prey
peaks (Turchin 2003a, chap. 4).

The demographic–structural models dis-
cussed earlier in the chapter also show this dy-
namical pattern. Note, for example, the phase
shift between population (N ) instability (W )
in Figure 7. In fact, instability in that model
is only positive during the population-decline
phase.

In situations when we have higher qual-
ity data it is possible to go beyond the
coarse-grained procedure. For example, the
demographic–structural theory predicts that
there should be dynamical feedbacks between
the two variables: increasing sociopolitical in-
stability has a negative effect on the rate of
population growth, while increasing population
density has a positive effect on the growth rate
of instability. Thus, we can attempt to detect
these relationships by regressing the rates of
change of variables on their levels. In a recent
paper (Turchin 2005), I used this approach in
the analysis of four time-series data sets: early
modern England, Han and Tang China, and
the Roman Empire.

I fitted the data with regression models like
this one:

�X (t ) = a0 + a1X (t ) + a2Y (t ) + εt

where X (t) is log-transformed population den-
sity, Y (t) is log-transformed index of instability,
�X (t) = X (t+1) – X (t) is the rate of change of
X (t), and εt is the error term. The analysis re-
sults indicated that including instability in the
model for the population rate of change greatly
increased the degree of fit, and conversely, pop-
ulation density was a statistically significant pre-
dictor for the rate of change of instability. In
other words, these results provide further evi-
dence if favor of the mechanisms postulated by
the demographic–structural theory.
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Conclusions

The main conclusion I draw from the em-
pirical review is that the typical pattern found
in historical populations is neither exponen-
tial growth nor small fluctuations around some
stable carrying capacity. Instead, we usually
observe that long-term oscillations (around a
gradually rising level). These “secular cycles”
(called so because they consist of alternating
increase and decline population phases, each
roughly a century long) appear to be the rule for
agrarian state-level societies, and we see them
whenever we have reasonably good quantita-
tive data on population dynamics. Where such
data are absent, we can infer the presence of
secular cycles from the empirical observation
that the great majority of agrarian states in his-
tory were affected by recurring instability waves
(Turchin and Nefedov 2008).

Secular oscillations are not strict, mathemat-
ically precise cycles. Rather, they appear to
be characterized by an average period with
a fairly large amount of variation around it.
This is to be expected because human soci-
eties are complex dynamical systems with many
parts cross-linked by nonlinear feedbacks. It
is well known that such dynamical systems
are prone to mathematical chaos, or in more
technical terms, sensitive dependence on initial
conditions (Ruelle 1989). Furthermore, social
systems are open in the sense that they are influ-
enced by exogenous influences such as climatic
change, or sudden appearances of evolutionary
novel pathogens. Finally, humans have free will,
and their actions and decisions at the individual
microlevel can have societal macrolevel con-
sequences. Sensitive dependence (chaos), ex-
ogenous influences, and human free will all
combine to produce very complex dynam-
ics whose future trajectories are very difficult
(and probably impossible) to predict with any
degree of accuracy. Additionally, there is the
well-known problems of self-fulfilling and self-
defeating prophecies—situations when making
a forecast affects the trajectory that is being
forecast.

Although future trajectories of human so-
cial systems (including its demographic part,
which is the focus of this article) may be diffi-
cult to predict with any accuracy, it does not
mean that these dynamics are not worth study-
ing. The strong empirical patterns that I re-
viewed in this article suggest that there may be
general principles operating, that history is not
“just one damn thing after another.” If so, then
understanding such governing principles can
inform governments and societies about the
consequences of social choices that they con-
template. There is no reason to believe that
there is any inevitability about the social dy-
namics that I have discussed in this article. Of
particular interest are such undesirable conse-
quences of sustained population growth as in-
stability waves.

Political instability in collapsed or collapsing
states is one of the greatest sources of human
misery today. Since the end of the Cold War,
interstate warfare accounted for less than 10%
of conflicts. The great majority of wars today
are within-state conflicts, such as civil wars and
separatist rebellions (Harbom and Wallensteen
2007). I do not see why humanity must con-
tinue to endure these periods of state collapse
and civil strife forever. However, at this point,
we still know too little about social mechanisms
leading to instability waves. We lack good the-
ories to tell us how to rebuild states and avoid
civil wars, although there are promises of one
(Turchin 2008). This is an area where research
effort has a good chance of paying off, both in
generating empirically tested theoretical break-
throughs and in alleviating human misery.

Returning to the issue of long-term forecasts
of the global population, probably the most
important conclusion that follows from my re-
view is this: The smooth logistic-like curves pro-
duced by various government and U.N. agen-
cies (and copied in many ecological textbooks),
in which the global population nicely equi-
librates around some number, 10 or 12 bil-
lion, are essentially worthless as serious fore-
casts. The global population is a dynamical
quantity that is determined by the balance of
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mortality and natality rates. There is no rea-
son to believe that these two rates will equili-
brate and cancel each other out. In the last two
crises experienced by the global population, in
the seventeenth and the fourteenth centuries,
global population declined substantially, and in
many regions, precipitously. In the fourteenth
century many regions of Eurasia lost between
a third and a half of their populations (Mc-
Neill 1976). In the seventeenth century, fewer
places in Eurasia were hit as badly (although
Germany and central China lost between a
third and a half of their populations). The pop-
ulation of North America, on the other hand,
was reduced perhaps tenfold, although this re-
mains a matter of controversy. Thus, a forecast
based on historical patterns suggests that the
twenty-first century should also be a period of
population decline.

On the other hand, probably the most im-
portant aspect of recent human history is the
rapid acceleration of social evolution in the last
two centuries that usually goes under the name
of industrialization (or modernization). The
global carrying capacity (Cohen 1995) during
this period has increased dramatically, and it is
very difficult to predict how it will continue to
change. Thus, it is conceivable that the trend to
greater carrying capacity will continue and that
it will overwhelm the negative delayed effects of
twentieth century’s population growth. We do
not know which of these two opposing tenden-
cies will prevail, but what is clear is that they
will not simply cancel each other out. Thus,
equilibration of the global population around
some constant level in the twenty-first century
is actually a most unlikely outcome.
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